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What is blogging?
A blog - something individuals and businesses have on their websites to convey
information to readers. They can be factual, fictional, entertaining, informative, funny,
serious...

A blog is what you make it. 

But one thing a blog should definitely do is help your business. It should answer your
readers' questions, educate them on your business, give them an insight into your work... 

However, you feel about blogging, there is no doubt it’s a hot topic. Lots of people blog.
Lots of businesses blog. If you search the Internet you’ll find thousands of blogs out there
talking about everything from babies and activity ideas to public service tendering and
living a green life.

Blogging, however alien it may seem, is not the exclusive reserve of any one sector. Anyone
can blog and any business could benefit from keeping up a regular blog. Here, I expose
just a few reasons why having a blog might help you, whatever your area of business,
expertise or interest. 

Whether as a stand-alone site, or as part of your website, a blog can add interest to your
business, create new audiences and add to the value your customers and potential
customers can get from you. Read on for some of the top reasons why you shouldn’t miss
out on the phenomenon that is blogging.



Brand building – Everything that you say on behalf of your business, be it on
your website, in your brochures, during client meetings or over a cup of coffee
at a networking event, forms part of your brand. Your blog is no different.
Write helpful, interesting blog posts and your brand could be strengthened and
improved beyond recognition.

Set yourself or your business up as an expert in your field – It’s as simple as
that. The more you blog about your business area, the problems people may
face and the ways in which they could solve those problems, the more you set your
business up as an expert in your area. Give good advice and readers of your blog
are more likely to turn to your business for help when they need it.

Stand out from the crowd – It may well be that your competitors already have blogs.
So why run the risk of falling behind and being unable to offer something that
they can? A blog, carefully planned and written, can help set you apart from
other similar businesses in your sector.
  
Increase and retain traffic for your website – In laymen’s terms, get more people to
visit your website and encourage them to stay there longer. The average visitor
may pop along to your site to find your contact details or to search for a particular product
or piece of information resulting in a short visit. However, if you have a blog that offers up-
to-date, helpful information, those visitors may be drawn to spend longer on your website
and explore more of the site while they’re there. All this helps to cement your business and
brand in their minds for future use.
     

Benefits of blogging



Start a discussion – Encouraging people to comment on your blog post is the perfect way to open up
dialogues between you and your customers, potential customers or business partners. Communication is
always good and this just adds another string to your business bow.

Going the extra mile – The correct use of a blog, i.e. not just using it as a sales tool, adds a great deal of
value for customers. Writing helpful, interesting blog posts filled with advice, problem solving strategies and
information will increase your readers’ trust in you and your business. The most successful businesses help
their customer, not just sell to them.

Keeping you up to date – Writing a regular blog post around something that your business is involved in
forces you to stay up to date with the latest happenings in your sector. Blogging is an excellent way to ensure
you’re bang on the nose should customer’s need the latest news, safety guidelines, advice, product benefits
etc. Blogging really will help you stand out as an expert.

Provide a human face to the business – Writing as an individual, rather than as a business, enables your
readers to put a human face on your company. People do business with people, so keep it more personal than
stuffy and overly professional. People like that. They just do.

Improve your search engine rankings – Search engines, such as Google and Yahoo, love websites that are
regularly updated. Blogs are the perfect way to achieve this. A blog that is updated (a new blog piece posted)
even just a couple of times a month, will appear higher on the search engine rankings than one that is static
and unchanging. So get updating!

Benefits continued



How to write a blog post

 Headline
 Attract attention
 Plan your sub-headings
 Relevant photographs or images
 Helpful links
 Call to action

Research is key

Before we start, take a few minutes to have a good think about two crucial questions:

1.  Who is your audience for your blog? – Try to be as specific as you can at this stage. It might seem counter
intuitive but imagine one single ideal customer and get used to writing your posts to appeal to him or her,
alone. This will help you to write posts that appeal on a personal level rather than adopting a ‘scattergun
approach’ and trying to appeal to everyone.

2.   What are the benefits of your post, to your ideal customer? – Remember, it’s crucial not to harp on about
the features of your whizz-bang product or service because your customers just want to know how that
product or service will help them. What problem will it solve? How will it save them time or money?

OK, so now we’ve nailed down the audience and the benefits, it’s time to sit down and write…

And now the dread happens. Fear of the blank page, not knowing where to start… Don’t worry, it happens to
us all.

Try this simple checklist:
    



Headline
A good headline is always important for blog posts. And I don’t mean a headline like you’d see on the front of the Sunday tabloids – avoid those, at all costs! I mean, keep it relevant.
 
If you’re writing about newborn photography, indicate that in the headline: Newborn photography: how to book a professional photoshoot

Don’t try to be clever. Search engines are looking for relevant keywords throughout your blog posts and your headline is no different. It’s also the first part of your post that someone
will read. Make it relevant to what they’re looking for, or your whole post will be overlooked.

Attract attention
Use your first paragraph to attract attention. State the problem you’re hoping to solve in your opening sentence, then go on to explain why it’s important that the problem is solved.
Promising a solution to the problem here will draw your readers in to read the rest of the post.

Sub-headings
When I was studying Public Relations in my past life, I was taught how to write a press release. The key to a successful release is to provide the answers to six key questions: Who?
What? Where? When? Why? How?

This is an excellent format for a blog post too, as it helps you to formulate your sub-headings and allows you to flesh out bite-sized chunks of information to form a full and helpful
blog post.

Images
Choose your accompanying images carefully. Using a relevant image can help explain your blog post even more completely than just using words. And people love a good image.

Helpful links
Links can be internal and external. This means they can link to other articles on your blog (internal), or to relevant web pages outside of your own (external). Once you’ve built up a
good library of blog posts, it’s simple to add links between posts to signpost other helpful articles to your readers. For example, your readers might be interested in the post you
wrote a few weeks ago about how often you should blog…

Call to action
Finally, make sure you ask your readers to actually DO something before they leave your site. Perhaps you want them to sign up to your newsletter? Share your blog post? Comment
on the topic to start a discussion?



Blog, consistently

Consistency is key in most things. And blogging is no exception. 

Write a post when you have something to say rather than forcing yourself to post every day
and becoming browned off with blogging. Treat your blog like you’d treat a good friend.
Look after it but don’t try to move in with it. Your blog (as your friend) will soon become
tired (and tiresome) if you pester it too much.

Equally, don’t hang it out to dry either. Maintaining a good relationship with your blog takes
hard work and a good deal of planning. Whether you’re already an experienced blogger or
you’re just thinking of taking that first foray into the blogging world, it’s worth sitting down
and working out a schedule of blog post ideas in advance. That way, the blog will not
become a millstone – you’ll always have something to write about and your readers will
remain engaged, excited and expectant.

Blogging should be fun and a great way of adding value for your website visitors. Don’t
abandon it, don’t over-egg it. Treat it right – it’s worth it.

How often should I blog?



Plan your blog for the
next 12 months

First off, set yourself a realistic schedule. 

Many of the big companies, prolific in the world of blogging, churn out several posts a week and seem to
be right on the cutting edge of their industry. 

But more than likely, they have a whole team dedicated to the marketing of that company, whose job it is
to create, curate and throw together post after post.

You? You’re up to your neck in your business, with no one else to rely on. You’re so busy working in your
business that you barely have the time for a tea break, let alone to sit down for a couple of hours every
week to write yet another blog post. Am I right?

Go easy on yourself. Set a schedule that works for you and is achievable. Regular is better than never.
And if your regular is once per month then so be it. 

Now, take the time to set up a spreadsheet, a hand-written page, a table in a Word document or a page at
the back of your diary. Whatever works for you.

Make two columns, one with Month as the title and the other with Subject/Topic/Title (whichever you
prefer). Next, write the months down the ‘month’ column and you’ve already started your blog plan. 

Easy, right?

Now for the fun part...



Case
studies

Meet a
team

memberIf this part isn’t your idea of fun, just
remember that you only have to do
this once per year. So pull up your big
person pants, take a deep breath, set
aside a couple of hours and get it
done. 

Future you will thank you when you
come to sit down in three
months’ time to create a blog post
and you know exactly what you need
to write about.

And to help, I’ve created a (non-
exhaustive) list of things
you could think about to come up
with blog titles. 

Good luck!

Blog
subjects

Anecdotes
and

business
stories

Special
dates and

events
FAQs

Awareness
days

Product
spotlight

Service
spotlight

Ask your
readers

Comment
on

industry
news

Testimonials

Business
story

How to
posts



I hope it's been useful and will help you in your quest for blogging greatness!

Have fun, plan ahead, and stay consistent. 

And if you do need any more help with your blogging, don't hesitate to contact me for a
cuppa and a chat...

Helen Bowman
Writer, editor and proofreader
In The Detail
www.in-the-detail.co.uk
helen@in-the-detail.co.uk
07725196929

Thank you for reading
my blogging guide

@heleninthedetail @heleninthedetail Helen Bowman


